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Second Nature 

A lecture by Adriaan Geuze, West 8, Rotterdam on 14 January 2016 at 6:30 pm at the Oskar 

von Miller Forum 

West 8 approaches the production of nature in two different - but characteristically Dutch - 
ways. First, they take a classic civil engineering approach for creating landscape - a logic based 
on utility and necessity. Second, they are part of a landscape tradition that confers identity and, 
therefore, understand the need for creating symbols in the production of landscape. This 
method envisions a new nature, a 'second nature' of constructed landscapes that respond to 
pragmatic demands (water management, population growth, sustainability) and also reinforce 
the culture to which they belong (identity, symbols, expression). 

Adriaan Geuze, has established an enormous reputation on an international level with this 
visionary approach to planning and design of the built environment. Together with his team, he 
brought West 8 to the frontline of international urban design and landscape architecture 
nearly 30 years ago by developing a technique of relating contemporary culture, urban 
identity, architecture, public space and engineering within one design, while always taking the 
context into account. In a departure from the old demolish and install engineering methodology, 
or the current preserve and protect model, West 8 is adding and expressing new natures. 
Creating land and then painting it: in many ways, this is the soul of Dutch culture. 

 

About Adriaan Geuze 

Adriaan Geuze, Prof., Ir., RLA, OALA co-founded West 8 urban design & landscape architecture 

b.v., a leading international urban design practice. With West 8, Adriaan Geuze has been 

honoured with the success of winning a number of high profile international design 

competitions such as Governors Island in New York, Toronto’s New Central Waterfront in 

Canada and Madrid RIO in Spain. Over his extensive career Geuze has won numerous awards 

including the Prix de Rome in 1990, the Rosa Barba First European Landscape prize in 2002, 

the Global Award for Sustainable Architecture™ in 2014 and the Veronica Rudge Green Prize 

for Urban Design from Harvard Design School in 2002 and 2015. 

Internationally respected as a professor in Architecture and Urban Design, Adriaan Geuze 

frequently lectures and teaches at universities worldwide. Founded in 1987, West 8 has 

established itself over the last 28 years as a leading design practice with an international team 

of 70 architects, urban designers, landscape architects and industrial engineers.  

 


